Hudson Flag Dedication Day
August 23, 1984

Standing at the threshold of the 200th anniversary of the incorporation of the City of Hudson, we begin a great celebration of the City's past and reaffirm an ongoing commitment to its future. This Day has been set aside for the dedication of American flags to be flown during 1985 - the Bicentennial Year. Although many ceremonies and commemorative events will take place throughout the coming year, these flags will serve as a continuing reminder of the celebration and commitment undertaken by the people of this City.

The land upon which we now stand was part of a large tract on the east bank of the river purchased from the Indians in 1662 by a Dutch settler named Jan Van Hoesen. He called it Klauver Rachen or Clover Reach, and it later became known as Claverack Landing. Permanent settlement by New Englanders engaged in the business of sailing the oceans in search of whales did not begin until 1783. The sturdy men and women who settled this place were known as the "Proprietors," and they succeeded in 1785 in obtaining a Charter for the City they established here. They named their City for Henry Hudson, the English navigator employed by the Dutch East India Company, who is said to have landed here in 1609. While he never found the elusive northwest passage to
the Orient that he sought, the explorations of Henry Hudson rank among the greatest in world history.

When the City became incorporated and received its charter in 1785, the nation's independence from England had been secured, although the American Constitution had not yet been adopted. We therefore claim that Hudson was the first City chartered in what so recently had become the United States of America. 1785 was an important year in American history. The dollar was established as the country's official currency, and Thomas Jefferson took over the post of Minister to France from Benjamin Franklin, who returned after nine years to find the new nation in serious economic difficulty. American farmers and manufacturers were unable to sell in foreign markets, and New Englanders were unable to find outlets for the products of their shipyards. These economic problems may have accounted, in part, for the settlement of Hudson.

The City prospered from its waterfront activities almost from the beginning, and it continued as a whaling center and boatbuilding riverport until the early 19th century. In 1790, Hudson was designated as a port of entry and thereby became a center for international, as well as domestic, trade. It eventually succeeded Nantucket as the "Whaling Capital of the World." By 1805, Hudson had become the County Seat of Columbia County and, as the whaling industry began to wane, various
COMMERCIAL AND GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTIONS ATTENDANT TO A COUNTY SEAT, AS WELL AS SEVERAL NEW FACTORIES, KEPT THE CITY PROSPEROUS. MARTIN VAN BUREN, 8TH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, PRACTICED LAW HERE FROM 1809 TO 1828. HIS SON, NEW YORK ATTORNEY GENERAL JOHN VAN BUREN, PROSECUTED THE ANTI-RENT WAR CASES IN HUDSON IN 1845. OTHER FAMOUS LAWYERS AND STATESMEN LIVED IN HUDSON DURING THOSE EARLY YEARS, AND NEW INDUSTRIES WERE ESTABLISHED TO REPLACE THOSE THAT BECAME OBSOLETE OR ECONOMICALLY UNSOUND. RETAIL BUSINESS FOR THE ENTIRE COUNTY BECAME CENTERED IN THE CITY OF HUDSON.

BUT THE CITY'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE AND NATION HAVE BEEN MADE NOT ONLY IN INDUSTRY, COMMERCE, LAW AND GOVERNMENT. HUDSON'S SONS AND DAUGHTERS HAVE SERVED IN THE CIVIL WAR, BOTH WORLD WARS, AND IN KOREA, VIETNAM, AND, MORE RECENTLY, LEBANON. SOME WERE CALLED UPON TO MAKE THE ULTIMATE SACRIFICE, AND THEY HAVE MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR US TO COME TO THIS STAGE IN HUDSON'S HISTORY, STILL FREE, INDEPENDENT AND PRIVILEGED TO LIVE IN THIS GREAT REPUBLIC.

THE YEARS FOLLOWING WORLD WAR II SAW A GRADUAL DECLINE IN HUDSON'S POSITION AS A PRE-EMINENT COMMERCIAL CENTER, A PHASING OUT OF CERTAIN LOCAL INDUSTRIES, A DETERIORATION OF HOUSING STOCKS, AND A REDUCTION IN POPULATION. INCREASED INTEREST IN SUBURBAN HOUSING, CHANGES IN SHOPPING HABITS, GREATER POPULATION MOBILITY, SHIFTING PATTERNS OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY AND AN AGING
INFRASTRUCTURE ACCOUNTED FOR MANY OF THESE CHANGES. THESE PROBLEMS WERE NOT UNIQUE TO HUDSON - THEY AFFECTED MANY OLDER CITIES THROUGHOUT THE STATE AND NATION. WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT HUDSON IS THAT THE PEOPLE OF THIS CITY DECIDED TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THEIR PROBLEMS. AS A RESULT, A NEW ERA HAS DAWNED FOR THE CITY AS IT PREPARES TO ENTER THE THIRD CENTURY OF ITS EXISTENCE.

The program has resulted in the attraction of new industry and the expansion of older facilities, despite physical limits on the areas available for those purposes. Streets have been repaved, sewer and water lines have been replaced, and telephone and power cables have been buried. The waterfront, where it all began, has been revitalized, and a healthy debate now rages over future plans for that area. New housing has been built, and extensive remodeling of older dwellings has been encouraged. The business community has rallied to promote a study of ways and means to increase commercial activity. And S.P.O.U.T., The Society to Promote Our Unique Town, symbolized by the spouting whale, the sponsor of tonight's festivities, has organized many activities to advance numerous civic projects.

Behind all of this, and responsible for all these successes, has been the remarkable spirit of the people of Hudson. The ingenuity, creativity, sense of social responsibility and sheer determination - the same qualities that motivated the original settlers of the City of Hudson - still live in the hearts and minds of the people who live and work today in this special place. As Hudson faces toward the future, the ranks of its citizens once again are being swelled by those who come from elsewhere, those who find this City a wonderful place to be in, those who come by rail, river and road to enjoy the advantages and amenities, the history and traditions, the spectacular view of the river and the
Catskills from Promenade Hill and, most of all to live with and work with these exceptional and progressive people, their fellow Hudsonians. And the City welcomes these newcomers, just as for two centuries it has welcomed into its midst other newcomers from all parts of America and from many foreign lands.

Exciting times are yet to come for this proud City, so rich in the heritage of the past, but so much richer in its promise for the future.